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These Fine Game Birds to Be Extensively
Raised Throughout Colorado Rare
Species of Pheasants Will Be
Introduced in That State.
k

Denver, Colo., May 10. Pheasan-trie- s
are to be established at the Colorado state fish hatcheries, the agricultural college and other state institutions for the liberation, without
cost to the state, of Chinese ringneck
and English pheasants. State Game
and Fish Commissioner David Farr
is thoroughly in earnest in pushing
along the good work, and through the
liberality of a citizen of Denver, will
be able to accomplish a great deal. He
has the support of all citizens who
want to see Colorado stocked with
these, the most beautiful of all game
birds.
It is interesting to watch the 600
in City Park, Denver. This exhibit
is the finest of its kind in America,
and it was established in the park by
W. F. Kendrick, a Denver mining
man, who will also stock Colorado
without cost to the state. To this
gentleman, by the way, is due the
credit for the passage of the law by
the Sixteenth General Assembly of
Colorado, making the stealing of domestic or game fowl or fowls grand
larceny.
As a table bird and a game bird
the pheasant is not equalled by any
member of the feathered tribe. On
large estates in England and on some
m this country, pheasants are reared
for shooting purposes, sometimes as
many as two or three thousand being
bagged in a week's shooting. Two
weeks ago the gamekeeper in charge
of ; one. of America's richest estates
advertised for JO,ooq" Chinese rint'-nec- k
pheasants for 1908 delivery, and
high prices will be paid for them.
There are a score of varieties of
Chinese ring-nec- k
are considered the
best for general purposes, and they
pheasants.
The English and the
are exceedingly hardy. They do well
in the wild state, as they are quite
prolific and able to take good care of
"
themselves. ,
For the aviary there are numerous
varieties of fancy pheasants, some of
which sell for $too per pair. Among
the most stunning in point of plumage are the Golden, the Silver, the
Prince of Wales, the Lady Amherst,
the Reeves, the Impeyan and the Elliott. Their bright feathers flash in
the sun like silver and burnished gold.
Pheasant rearing requires as much if

THE DEMISE

not more attention, as the breeding
of fancy poultry. Any person having
a thorough knowledge of poultry will
have little difficulty in successfully
learning the handling of pheasants.
The imported pheasant is the only
semi-wil- d
game bird that can be rearOther
ed in captivity with success.
game birds with few exceptions pine
away or die, or refuse to lay when in
confinement. But the pheasant while
anxious to be at liberty, makes the
best of any situation in which he is
placed. The eggs are hatched under
the common hen which makes an
admirable foster mother for the young
chicks; in fact the hen takes better
care of the chicks than their natural
mother.
Insect pests, the bane of the farmer's life, are consumed in great numGrasshoppers,
bers by pheasants.
wire worms, bugs and grubs, and all
insects and worms that destroy crops
and roots are gobbled up in short order by pheasants. Great care must be
taken with the chicks in captivity, for
they are delicate Kttle creatures, and
if they are not fed just right they will
turn over and die. But after they are
ten weeks old they are practically
safe, and from that age on will thrive.
It has been discovered that Colorado's
climate is the ideal climate for this
bird in the wild state. From year to
year bunches have been liberated near
Denver, and, at present time, they
may be seen in numbers within a radius of fifty miles of the city.
The Iinpeyan pheasant or Monaul
bird is also to be introduced into the
state by Mr. Kcindrick. This species
is a native of the high peaks of the
Himalayas and lives only in lofty
altitudes. Mountain climbers have
seen the Monaul at an altitude of
23,000 feet. In the dreary upper solitudes this bird, described by those
who have seen it as possessing marvelous beauty, makes his habitat, and
he comes down into the valleys only
when the storms drive him in search
of food.
The Colorado laws protect the
pheasants from the hunter, and there
will be no open season on the bird
until they have multiplied sufficiently
to warrant such action being taken.
In Oregon., where the pheasant was
introduced 20 years ago, 100,000 of
them were killed by hunters last year
during a short open hunting season.
These birds were the descendants of
18 individual pheasants that were liberated in the valley of the William-ctte- .

OE ARTHUR CAVANAUGH

Arthur Cavanaugh, of Albuquerque,

west and lived in Raton for about

a former resident of this county, was five years. Most of the time spent in
taken to St. Joseph's hospital, that that city be was io the employ of
city about a week ago, suffering from George Pace, then in business on First
street, later selling out to the
appendicitis. An operation was
Mercantile company. While a
and the patient seemed to be
d

recovering, when peritonitis set in.
Despite the efforts of the physicians,
who did all in their power to relieve
the suffering of Mr. Cavanaugh, he
lingered until last Wednesday, when
he passed away.
The widow and, their children
were at the bedside when the end
years
came. Deceased was thirty-siold, and in addition to Mrs. Cavanaugh, leaves four children: Becclier,
a
old daughter; Gladys, aged
five and Arthur Donald, and Gratton,
aged three years and seven months
respectively.
Funeral services were held last Saturday morning and were largely attended. The deceased leaves five sisters, Misses Bessie and M nn'e CavaMesdames
naugh, of Magdalena;
Love, Sturgeon and Brooks, of this
city, and a brother, Farrell Cavanaugh,
a resident of California. The services
at the cemetery were in charge of the
Las Vegas Lodge of Elks.
Mr. Cavanaugh was the Albuquef-qu- e
representative of the W. H. Constable Brokerage company of EI Paso,
Texas, and was well known throughout New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and
Among a host of friends
Colorado.
he was familiarly called "Cavy." He
was a native of St. Louis, Mo., came
x

six-ye-

1

(Bull UlJil

New Vol. I.
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Rems-ber- g

resident of this city Mr. Cavanaugh
married Miss Xell Ball, daughter of
L. II. Ball, ;it that time chief dispatcher for the Santa Fe, and now a
resident of Bisbee, Arizona.
About l8y0 Mr. Cavanaugh moved
to Las Vegas, residing there for ten
years, leaving that city for Albuquerque, where he since resided.
There has seldom been a man in
this territory who was so widely loved
and esteemed as Cavanaugh. His talents as an imitator, monologist and
comedian were superior to those of
many of the famous professionals on
the stage today, and his never failing
cheerfulness, wit and good humor
made him popular all the way from
He helped
Colorado to California.
many to pass a pleasant evening before the footlights and will be sadly
missed.
His gift of.tlialect stories
was little short of phenomenal and
a crowd of traveling men that included Cavanaugh never lacked for merriment. He was also an inveterate
"fan" and his baseball enthusiasm was
of the kind that livened up many a
sleepy pitcher and won many a game
while he was on th diamond.
He
was manager of the Albuquerque
Browns for several seasons. He was
also a prominent Elk and the Albuquerque lodge will undoubtedly
have charge of the funeral services.

funeral of Arthur

W.

Cavanaugh.

The funeral of the late Arthur W.
Cavanaugh, a former resident of Rayears a resiton, and for twenty-tw- o
dent of Las Vegas, and who died last
week in St. Joseph's hospital at Albuquerque, were held last Saturday
morning from the Church of the ImLas Vegas,
maculate Conception,
Father J. H. Moline officiating. The
services were largely attended.
The Las Vegas lodge of Elks attended and had charge of the ceremonies at the grave, which were exceptionally impressive.
The pall
bearers were brother Elks from Albuquerque, and the honorary pall
bearers were from the Las Vegas
lodge.

The Raton Gazette of Friday
makes the rather extravagant
statement that that paper
over
more advertising
than any other paper in the county.
Taking this week's papers as a
guide, the Gazette is running neck
and neck with thé Springer Stockman lor fifth place in the list. By
actual measurement the number of
inches of display advertising in
Colfax county papers this week is
as follows:
d

Raton Gazette May

10,

ISO

In.

The relatives present were Mr. and
Katon Reporter, May H, 280 in.
Mrs. F. W. Brooks of Cimarron, the
Raton Range, May 11, 420 in.
latter a sister of the deceased; Misses
Bessie and Mamie Cavanaugh, Mrs. Cimarron News May 9, 460 in.
Sturges of Denver, Mrs. Love of
The Springer Stockman for this
Watrous, and Mrs. Frank Waugh of
week
has not arrived, but it is ex
El Paso, all sisters of the deceased,
and L. H. Bell of Winslow, father-in-lapected that paper will have almost
of Mr. Cavanaugh.
two hundred inches of advertising.
Miss Margaret Cavanaugh, a niece
of the deceased, has spent the winter
Singular Discovery.
in Cimarron, teaching school.
Axtec, N. M., May 10. That the
modern town of Aztec. N. M., was
Memorial.
fittingly named, and that the name belongs to the prehistoric records of the
To the People of Cimarron:
Do you, can you realize, without surrounding country seems to be
stopping for a moment to think that shown by some interesting discoverit is nearly- a half century since the ies which have recently been made
"Boys in Blue" shouldered their mus by Rev. W. H. Sellheim, in the garden
kets and started for the front, march of the Presbyterian parsonage here.
ing away to fields of danger and of While digging in his garden this week
death? Because they saw their coun Mr. Sellheim struck a cavity with his
try was in need of just stich brave spade, the tool going far into the
true hearts and strong arms. Many ground. An investigation was made
of them never came back to their and a small cave or vault was opened
dear ones at home. The flesh of their up, which seemed to have been either
arms have long ago been food for the a tomh or a store house of some deIn this store house
worms. Their camp fires have burn parted people.
ed out. Many of us had some near was found burned corn, stone axe
and dear friend or relative that gave heads, pottery and parts of what
his life that our Country might live. seem to he a human skeleton. The
cavity was partly walled up with
You always speak or point with pride
The pottery is of no design
to the fact that you had such a friend stone.
known
modern southwestern Into
numor relative killed at some of the
dians, and" is
singular beauty. It
erous battles of the War of he Reis believed to be of Aztec origin, as it
soVS
be
Day
will
Memorial
bellion.
is riot even
to the pottery
here, and can't you select a committee
found in the cliff dwellings.
confer
of three of your citizens to
with the local Grand Army Post and
T. & P. MEN GET RAISE
assist in making arrangements where
The engineers and firemen of the
by we can do honor to the Boys in
Blue. Wc would like to see the Con Texas and Pacific have been granted
at least some of the raises in wages
n
Solfederate and
diers take a part in the Memorial Ser asked for at the conference they held
vices. None but those who have been with the high officials of the road
soldiers pressed by the foe, have seen in Dallas last week.
As the Brotherhood of Engineers
the long lines of the Blue and the
Gray, coming to the charge and heard had no delegate from El Paso at the
the ringing cry "there comes our conference, it is impossible to learn
Boys" can feel in their souls the mel just what raises were granted the engineers, but William Witholder, the
ody of those two simple words
Vegas, who
Our Boys" Boys! Boys!! They are switch engineer of Las
Dallas
represent
went
the
to
to
advancing rapidly upon the last enemy
Brotherhood of Firemen, has return
day
a
they
Each
new
be
met.
start
to
ed, and reports quite a number of
parallel, each month they throw tip
concessions won by the firemen.
a new redoubt, each year they build
Passenger firemen get a raise of 10
a new fortification, as they near the
cents on the hundred miles and arc
fortress where grim death awaits relieved of cleaning up the locomothem. The siege progresses as rap- tives.
idly, reveille and retreat, fatigue, grub
Freight firemen get a raise of 25
and surgeons call are continually cents on the hundred miles.
sounding in their ears; here and there
Hostlers get a raise of $10 a month,
a soldier lays down his work and we switch engineers $17 a month and
see him no more. They are not for- switch firemen $7.50 a month.
gotten, the tears of the living can not
While they did not get everything
wash out the deeds of these heroes. they are pleased with the comproAn undivided free and happy country mises effected and their new contract
is their monument.
with the company is generally satisOld Boy.
factory. Las Vegas Optic.
w

Spanish-America-

Meerschaum Mines

in the

Territory

J. L. Hill, general superintendent
of the Meerschaum company of America, operating in the Alunogen district
on the Sapello, was in Silver City
last Saturday, says an exchange. Mr.
Hill referred to the prosperous condition of the company and staled that
development work is being carried ou
rapidly with satisfactory results. He
y
is, however, experiencing some
with the labor problem and is
at considerable disadvantage in this
respect owing to the distance of his
properties from Silver City.
The Meerschaum company of
America owns twelve miuing claims
in the Alunogen district and possesses
tbe only known deposit of merchantable meerschaum in marketable
quantities in the world, excepting
only the Turkish meerschaum mines
of Asiatic Turkey.
difi-cult-

Notice.
To district director.
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J. C. farley Stricken.
Frmi the Raton Range.
J. C. Farley was stricken with
paralysis in the right side on Monday
morning, and is today in a dangerous
condition. He is at his borne on
South Second street and is surrounded
by his immediate family with tbe exception of his wife, who went East a
few days ago to be at the bedside of
her sihter, Mrs Watts, who is very ill;
and a daughter, Mrs. C. E Smyer, of
Fort Madison, Iowa, both of whom
arrive this afternoon.
Mr. Farley is quite au aged man
and this affliction is a serious one. yet
his family has not lost hope and express the belief that be may recover.
The sympathy of their friends is
freely expressed as well ai hope for
tbe recovery of Mr. Farley.
Later Mr. Farley died this morning shortly before 7 o'clock.

The new school law provides the
school elections be held on tha first
No Smallpox at Koehler.
Monday of April. Since that time
has passed the old directors will hold
We are asked to deny on the best
over. This is in compliance with the of authority the report that small pox
opinion of the attorney general.
is epidemic at Koekler, and also the
Respectfully,
C. O. Fisher.
May 7, 1907.
fact that the camp ia quarantined.

NO.
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News Notes
From Springer
Happenings In and About' Our Neighboring
e
Town as Gleaned From Our
Contemporary ,the Springer Stockman
Wide-awak-

Fish are beginning to bite.
Ducks are plentiful on the lakes and
streams.
Attorney H. L. Bickley is in town
today from Raton.
The cockleburr is making his appearance. Confound him- Charley Clouthier is visiting friends
in the city from Cimarron this week.
There will be a dance at the opera
house next Saturday night, the 18th.
Henry Goeke of Sapello, San Miguel county, was in Springer Thursday.

Anton Schcrrcr was in the city
Thursday from Cimarron on business.
Miss Mamie Dillon left yesterday
for Raton, where she expects to remain.
William Holmes left on No. 10 last
Saturday afternoon for his trip to Calgary, Canada.
Put out trees. It isn't too late and
thus do something for yourself, your

surroundings..
Mrs. Douglas Wright went up to
Dawson yesterday for a few days' visit with her parents.
Mrs. George W. Warder and son
went up to Raton last Sunday for a
short visit with relatives.
A number of homesteaders were in
the city the first part of the week
making final proof on their claims be
fore U. S. Court Commissioner John
T. Towner.
Arthur Straub, Thomas Murray of
Trinidad, and Chris Murray of Raton,
came down Thursday for a duck hunt
on the streams and lakes in the neighborhood of Springer.
Mrs. Hugo Seaberg and daughter,
Agnes, visited a couple of days last
week with relatives in Springer, returning to their home in Raton Sunday afternoon.
John C. Taylor, chairman of the
hoard of county commissioners, went
up to Raton last Sunday and attend- ed the short session of the board the
first of the week.
Arthur Clouthier came in last Sun

Raton Range Gleanings.
James Howe and daughter,

Mrs.

day from Cannanea, Mexico, for a
visit with his parents in Springer,
expecting to remain several weeks.
His friends are all pleased to see him
back once again.

Peter Larson reports the outlook
for his copper mine brighter every
work is done on it. He was in the
city this week with some additional
samples that certainly prove the truth
of the statement.
On Saturday, May 25th, you will
have the opportunity of seeing in
Springer as fine a bunch of cattle as
ever came to this country. They will
all be high grade thoroughbred Here-forand Shorthorns.
Sheepmen throughout this section
are now right in the midst of the
lambing season and if no storms prevail the crop will be large. However,
the cold nights are somewhat injurious to the young lambs.
Mr. Peter Jensen and his
.done a good business here
for a week considering the kind of
weather he had to contend with. They
left here for Starkville, Colorado,
Merry-Go-Rou-

Thursday afternoon, where they

ex-

pect to be a week at least. Mr. Jensen expects to return to Springer in
the fall with a Carnival company and
He
stay several days.
has made
friends here through his courteous
manner in conducting his line of
amusement.
Thomas and Carl Talle came in
last week from Morcnci, Arizona,
where they have been for sometime
connected with the copper company's

mercantile

establihnicnt.

After

day's visit here with friends Carl went
on to Raton, Tommie remaining several days and Monday going up to the
ranch of the Adams Cattle company
where he will enjoy his three or four
month's' lay off from the heat of Arizona, punching cows, expecting to rein September.
turn to Morenci
Friend sof the boys were pleased to
Otie Talle is in
see them again.
Oregon.
The parents of the boys,
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Talle, are well and
nejoying life at their home in Pasadena, California.
Will Work

Prisoners.

the Raton Range.
Miss Inez Howe, are spending two
Commissioner E. N. Burch has
weeks in Cimarron, visiting friends.
lioen grading the roads southwest of

The fishing law opened yesterday.
Mountain trout of every Bpecies may
be caught by hook and line only
Oct. 15. Large and small mouth
bass are subject to the same coudi
tions. Trespassing on private prop
erty is strictly forbidden.
uu-ti-

Mr. and Mrs. O. M. Davis announce

tbe engagement of the their eldest
daughter, Xelle Florence Davis, to
Mr. Ned Kocher, of Logansport, Ind.
The wedding will occur June 14 at
the home of the bride's parents in
this city.

From

the city and has bad as a helper a
county prisoner and will next week
work other prisoners on the county
roads.
This is a step in the right direction
and will be the means of retuming to
the couDty in work the worth of at
least a part of the expenditure made
upon those offenders who must remain in the county's care.
Mr. Burch will go to Elizabethtown
in the interest of gixxl roads next
Monday

James

1. Howe

County Clerk Eugene Twitty went
to Las Vegas Monday to attend the
Painfully Injured
district court now in session in that
city. He will probably visit Sauta
J. M. Howe, residing near Sunche,
Fe before his return to this city on
in the east end of San Miguel county,
Friday.
had the misfortune to have his liors
full on him last week, dislocating hi
OLD TIMER IN TOWN
shoulder and straining the musright
Rais Romero, known to us all in
of his arm. The injured man
cles
the southern part of Colfax comity
is
a son of City Marshal Howe
who
as George Washington, came to town
last Saturday afternoon after an ab- of this city, cime here for medical
sence of a year. He is located 20 treatment last Friday and returned to
miles northeast of Springer, where a his home yesterday much improved.
few years ago he filed on a homestead which he is holding down per
FREIGHT WRECK ON
the requirements of the U. S. land
THE SANTA FE
laws. Rais doesn't very often get to
freight on the
westbound
An
believes
extra
he
he
does
town, but when
in enjoying the occasion, and this Santa Fe left the track at Hoemes, a
week has been having a time of his small station a short distance east
own. He was born at Taos and is of of Trinidad at 8:15 Wednesday night,
Pueblo Indian stock. He is ignorant seven cars being derailed, but hapTraffic was
of his age, about the only thing he pily no one was injure
doesn't remember. In the early six- tied up for several hours before the
ties he was a grown man, as known wreckage was cleared away.
The train was in charge of Conducby some of the old timers, and he
G. S. Brown and Engineer W. E
he
did
tor
doesn't look any older than
Kinkade. The cause of the accident
twenty years ago. Springer
is not known.

1907, before me, a Notary Public in
and for said County, personally ap"peared H. M. Letts, Criarles Springer,
and Frederic Whitney, to me personally known to be the persons describQF THE
sion to the murder of his own wife
ed in and who executed the foregoing
and child, in order to secure "lief
co.
Certificate of Incorporation and they
MOINTAIN
SlrPLY
ROCKY
from the pain that is being inflicted
severally acknowledged to me that
.
upon him, we have passed far beyond
they executed the same as their free
ot
the limit of the proper exercise
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO act and deed.
police power.
Office of the Secretary
IN WHITNESS WHEREOF I
"The universal public disapproval CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON have hereunto set my hand and seal
that must follow such an act of cruel
Notarial the day and year last above
I, J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
ty, and the inc.'itable loss "of public
written
Mpvirn
rto
Vitrehv
, i Vnr
position are not an adequate punishitimui
FRANK A. HAIMBAUGH.
for
record
filed
was
abused
thus
certify
lias
that
there
nient for one who
.
1, A
TM
Notary Public.
"f
k.., (Seal)
tins ottice at nine ouui
the power committed to mm. mere
u.,
and
A.
1907.
fine
April,
of
of
day
penalty
on
29th
the
ought to be some
Cor. Rec'd.
Endorsed, No. 49t4imprisonment for' such an act and ARTICLES OK INCORPORATION
of Incorthe
too
Articles
too
compensation
Page
463.
Vol. 5,
some
OF ROCKY MOUNTAIN SLTPLY
poration of Rocky Mountain Supply
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a
a
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DELIGHTFUL REST
and also that I have compared the
Apr.
1907.
Mexico,
9
29.
atn.
Governor HagermanV resignation following copy of the same, with the
J. VV. RAYNOLDS, Secretary.
has been officially accepted and Cap- original now on file, and declare it
tain George Curry the newly appoint- to be a correct transcript therefrom
Territory of New Mexico,
ed governor is on his way to New and of the whole thereof.
Mexico.,, A man who has stuck to the , Given under my, hand and the County of Colfax, ss.
This instrument of writing was filed
hurricane deck of a bucking bronco, ; Great Seal of the Territory of New
th Citv of Santa Fe. the for record on the 6th day of May, A.
branded calves with one hand and
kept the old cow off with the other, Capital, on this 29th day of April, A. D., 1907, at 9 o'clock A. M., and duly
recorded in Book L of Miscellaneous,
charged up San Juan hill, hunted bear D ( IO-0.
RAYNOLDS,
Page 420.
we- otnui:! .f" filie (ijeaj
W.
anu Dunaio, sai m it.
J.
E. G. TWITTY,
territory!" fought Moros and neia
Secretary of New Mexico.
Clerk of the Probate Court and
down the Samar Islands, will find it
County Recorder!
a delightful rest to sit on the lid at
OF
CERTIFICATE
Santa Fe, Being governor of New
INCORPORATION OF
Mexico for such a man will be dead
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
easv.
Those who know Governor
Office of the Secretary
COMPANY
the rule
that no one will tell him
sav
Currv
the
OF COMPARISON
with
CERTIFICATE
acquainted
thoroughly
tangles
the
We, the undersigned citizens of
make straight all the minor
He has served where to head into and make it stick. United States, do' hereby associate
Secretary of the
Reg- - ritory and its people.
Raynolds,
W.
I,
The
J.
apparent.
seem
now
McKinlcy County Republican.
of the
member
a
do hereby
New
Mexico,
been
and
sheriff
with
of
as
corporation
Territory
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ourselves together into a
Tribune has but little
is a mean of great
for record
filed
He
was
all
council.
certify
of
that
predicting
there
laws
of
the
virtue
by
who
are
and
under
the prophets
has had enough FRANKNESS, AND
New Mexico and do in this office at nine o'clock A. M.,
of
the'Territory
of calamities to the republican ecutivc ability, and
PRINT
OF
OUT
KEEPING
experience as governor in the Fnilip-;,- i
on thc 29th day of April, A. D. 1007,
in its cleverness hereby certify and declare:
Birtv crowing out of the retirement
Almost Poe-fik- e
trade,
the
learned
has
he
that
pines,
so
The
Hagerman.
-Governor H. J.
FIRST.
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produce sat.s-th- e was the idea of Miss Ellen Terry in
preemption that the future life of and undoubtedly, will
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a
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directing the the revelations of the inner
a few breaks, has been
Such astuteness recalls Poe's "Thc in the Territory of New Mexico is at and also that I have compared the
re-- it
as.
Denver,
of
police
court
done
of
has
it
the
Dupin, thc
afairs of New Mexico, and
of Ben C. Purloined Letter" in which
the town of Cimarron, in the county following copy of the same, with the
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Bits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
Saddle Blankets, an assortment
of Flynn Saddles always on
hand ranging In price from $35
to $60.00. Also a new and
and
line of Hand-mad- e
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs
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Will have a car load of Fruit'
Trees from Star Nursery
::
::
Co., Quincy, 111.

The above will be on eale on
::
::
and after March 1st.
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SOLD

Commission

Parties wishing to buy oreell either
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
do well to call on or lint their
property or stock with me
Proprietor of the Hartle Meat Market
Meats for Rule by the quarter
at all times

C. E. HARTLEY
kSpringer, N. M.

J
;

C. ALFOBb

Attorney-at-La- w
Rooms 6 and 7, Roth Block
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8H0W3 ADVANCE OF JAPAN.

id

for Warts.
for warts is made by
mixing two drams of soap cereate and
a quarter of a dram each of powdered
Mix
savin and powdered verdigris.
and spread on a piece of kid the Blze
of the wart and bind on over night
It will burn and eat off the wart. It
may be necessary to repeat the application in a week. If the burning
continues apply oxide of zinc
Remedy

HIM.

A old remedy

.Audt.
Crude Method
for Most

of Mining Discarded
Ideas.

Near the center of the beautiful
mountain Island of Shlkoku, and
standing rather more than 4,000 feet
above the waters of the inland sea
of Japan, there is a peak of sulphide
copper ore which has become a center of industry popularly known
throughout the island empire as
Sumitomo Bessi. Here, for centuries
before the' industrial development of
the new world was begun by white
men, the Japanese were mining in a
crude way and carrying the ore on
their backs in small wicker baskets
(such as are still used for coaling
ships at Nagasaki) down the 12 miles
of arduous mountain paths to the
smelters on the shore of the inland

An Early Hair Restorer.
A remedy for baldness has recently

sea.

the marvelous little workers are still at the pursuit of burrowing out the mountain, but a vast
change has come over the methods of
working, says a writer in the Engineering Magazine.
Where in the
ancient times only a paltry ' few hundred baskets of ore were each day
borne over the difficult trails, an output of 9,000. tons daily now glides
down a great cableway, and is carried from the foot of the slope by railroad to the sea. In short, there is
Eessls a
established at Sumitomo
modern mining plant, modern in all
essential details of engineering construction, and the wonder of the
transformation is that it has been
wrought without the direct
assistance of a single foreign engineer.

CIMARRON
CONSRTUCTION
COMPANY

been found by a learned Egyptologist,
Inscribed, in a papyruB. It is said to
have been used by King Chata, the
second sovereign of the first dynasty.
The recipe is as follows: "A mixture
of dogs' paws, dates and asses' hoofs,
ground upand cooked in oil. The head
is to be rubbed vigorously with the
preparation. Family Doctor. '

To-da- y

Misbehaving

Moon.

Papa had shown Ethel the full
moon the night before. It was hei
3rst sight and she seemed greatly
impressed. Next morning, as soon a:
she was out of bed, she ran to tlu
window and gazed at the sky for e
few moments. The sky was streaker
.vith white clouds.
She called out:
O, papa, come quick; the moon has.
scratched the sky all up."

He I understand the man that
Carrye is engaged to is going to the
dogs.

She That doesn't make much difference. I reckon. Carrye is awfully
fond of animals. Cincinnati inquirer.
THE

MELANCHOLY

General Contractors

DAYS.

Operates in all the Towns in the

Territory

HE WORKED HIS "SCIENCE."
New Method Employed by Satisfied
and Comfortable Husband.

E. PELPHREY

S.

Childish Rebellion.
I have a little friend five years old
hat 1 call Buster. His mother hat1
ounishcd him, and some time aftet
i friend of his mother was calling
md said to Buster:
"Are you not
:lad you have such a nice mother?"
le replied promptly: "If you had s
nother who"wuipped her children as
you
he whips me I don't believe
vould think her nice."

Cimarron,

Geri'l Manager

N. M.

Diet of the Devilfish.

It is the wife who is the head of
the house, and it was she who decided upon the flat and repented immediately afterward. The building was
a new one, scarcely finished, and after
the parlor celling had fallen twice and
the repair man had botched a dozen
small jobs she decided to move again.
In this she met the lively opposition of the family. They were all content with their rooms and the children begged for a delay. The husband
took the matter with calmness and
did not enter into the argument after
expressing bis entire contentment
with the present conditions.
The wffe worried and went flat hunting, but at last she announced
that
she had come to the conclusion that
they would remain. The husband

A lady's hat was discovered in the
stomach of a large "monk" or "devil"

;ish which was opened on Scarborough
ash pier yesterday. The hat was prac
tically whole. Inside the large mouth
jf the fish was a sole. No doubt tlu
hat had bee blown from the head ot
some young lady on a ship. London
Daily News,
"Why do they call these
choly days?"
"Because they are the days when,
just as you have finished paying up
your debts for your summer vacation,
you remember that you have to begin saving up for the holidays."
melan-

Cincinnati Enquirer.
A CLOSE FINISH.

looked up placidly from his coffee cup.
"I knew that several weeks ago,"
he announced.
"But I only decided this morning,"
In

surprise.

He smiled pityingly. "Down at the
church," he explained, "we have been
giving you absent treatment for five
weeks. After this you need not say
that there is nothing in science."
Then he dodged the sugar bowl.
Much Used Wedding Present.
A Providence girl, who has been
married about six months, had wedding carda a short time ago from an
old school friend who had given her a
wedding present, which, of course, de
manded one in return. Among her
wedding presents the Providence girl
had duplicates in the shape of two
silver card trays, and in a spirit of
She (just married) Will I always;
economy she dicided to give one of
these to her friend. It was marked be the dearest thing in the world to
with her own Initials, but it would be you?
He I'm sure you will, unless the
only a matter of a few minutes to
have them removed and the proper landlord raises the rent.
monogram cut.
FEMININE AMENITIES.
She took it to the jeweler and explained what was to be done.
He
picked up the tray, looked at it closely and smiled.
"Madame," said he, ."it will be Impossible. I have already changed the
Initials on this same tray five times,
and it has worn so thin that I cannot do it again without cutting through
the bottom."

''' i ft

youth.
"About

j
Frank A. Haimbaugh
Engineer
Civil

and Consulting

CIMARRO

N .

N.

M .

Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, for Sewerage
systems,Water works, Dams, Reservoirs,
Canals. Landscape work for Farks, Municipal
Examination and Reports made of
Coal, Mineral and Timber Properties

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
SEAH RUCK

Y

.MOUNTAIN DKl'UT

Fine Liquors and Cigars

'It

Limitations of Goodness.
Goodness makes a great mistake
it takes
when, iu its
no pains to please. An auge! wouldn't
be sweet with her hair uncombed oi
her robe frazzled.
Not Letting On?
If you are cheerful under affliction
you are called Indifferent, and If you
make a fuss over it you are called
selfish, and there you are. Atchison
(Kan.) Globe.

miles."

EVIDENCE OF RICHES.

J

Drawback to Cheap Coal.
Coal is only 25 cents a ton In China
but unfortunately that Is a little toe
far to carry the coal scuttle when the
furnace gets low.
Old Saying Disproved.
A woman writer made $100

by a
soup. And
new recipe for mock-turtlstill they say there is no money in
e

literature.

Mb
vjtXt.

Thinking' of a Noiseless Tims.
Mother Tommy, little boys should
be seen and not beard when taking
.
theit soup.
Tommy How long will It be before
I can take my soup like papa?

I

New Mexico

Cimarron.

BUILD

How About

Yes, dear, I married
Mrs. Impleton
"Then all I can say," said the visi- Reggie
because he Is so unUKe otuer
y
woiidet-fullyou
must
have
tor, "is that
men.
good eyes to make out that
Miss Cutting Yes, I thought he
star's name, at that distance, even must be when I heard - that ho had
It's really married you. Cincinnati Enquirer.
with that big telescope.
most marvelous."
The Sneerer and His Sneer.
The sneer is an arrested bite. It
Is a mark of the savage. The man
who sneers is that much less of a gentleman. The sneerer would bite if
be was not afraid to do so. He is a
The sneerer is a savage
coward.
whether he sneers in print or not. If
he writes down his sneers he has not
removed himself from the ranks of
savagery. He yet remains one of the
worst savages, however his English
be polished and his style bes sparkling.
The sneer does turn into a bite when
even the savage who Indulges in it acquires courage. While he is a coward
It remains an arrested bite. Columbia Herald.

T. Mclntyre, president of the
Deep Tunnel Mining
and Milling
company of Elizabethtown, is collecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots at Raton. The
following letter to the Prospector explains the matter quite fully:
'
Elizabethtown, N. M.,
A.

s.

far off?" asked the

Í 0,000,000

Brine in Your Samples

e

Had Good Eyesight.
A young man from the rural districts went to Boston, and while there
visited the Harvard astronomical observatory and was allowed to look
through a great telescope at the stars.
"What is that star?" he inquired,
pointing to a very bright one.
"Oh, that's Aldebaran," replied the

attendant.
"Is it very

tlatUWalilsftaWslWaWMW

Good Chance for Her.
Elderly Lothario (to chorus girl)
Well, Mizi, you'll be the lucky one, you
know. I lived with my first wife 12
years before we separated, and with
the second six. That makes 18. So if
you marry me and stay with me seven
February 14, 1907.
years, I shall celebrate my silver wedding with you. Fliegende Blatter.
Red River Prospector,
Red River, N. M.
Sir: I am collecting mineral
Dear
The Inseparables.
One day last summer, while walk- specimens from Elizabethtown and
ing through the farm where we were Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
spending our vacation, I pointed out one at Santa Fe depot and one at the
to my little son where the cabbage St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
patch was, and he looked at It a little depot in Raton, to advertise the Red
"Mother,
while and then asked:
River and Elizabethtown mining diswhere does the corn beef grow?"
tricts.
If the miners of Red River
Chicago Tribune.
will donate specimens, labeled, showing what property they are from, they
Baby's Peculiar Feat.
will be placed in the cabinet just as
Joseph, aged five, is greatly interPlease bring or
One day his they are labeled.
ested in automobiles.
father was jumping his baby brother send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
up and down, and little Joe seeing leave at the postoffice in Elizabeth-town- .
Hoping the people will see
that the baby was jumping on one
"Look, papa! He is run- the good of this and respond quickly,
foot cried:
ning on one cylinder."
I am yours truly,
A. T. M'INTYRE.
Increasing Length of Life.
Any ore left at the News ami Press
The length of life is steadily In- office in Cimarron, or handed to
creasing.
and Arthur O'Suilivao, will be forwarded
The age of mental
physical maturity has advanced from to Mr. Mclntyre.
five to seven years. Twenty-fivused
to be the full blossoming time o!
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Preswomanhood.
Now It is conceded to
will cost you just two dolbe 30 and after.
lars a year. Address the Cimarron
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. if.
Police Arrests in New York.
Police of New York city are making
about 20 less arrests each day than
were made two years ago, particularly
on account of the policy of not mak
ing spectacular raids In which a num
ber of persons are taken.

.

she retorted

MMs1WWtfWtM

M

Visitor I suppose the earl Is rlchl
Native Rich? Why, bless 'ee, sir,
look at these 'ere scarecrows 'e's just
'ad put 'ere, made o' real marble; '
must be fair rollin' In money.

A residence

or business

houselnCimarron to rent
or sell, and make 20 per
cent on an investment of
from

$1.000 to

$5.000.

There are twenty applicants to rent every building that is erected.

For

particulars, address

Seeming Lack of Materials.
We have known individuals of such
meager minds that we always wondered what they used when they had
to think.

CIMARRON

'
Genius and Industry.
Ruskln: Never depend upon your
genius; if you have none Industry
will supply the deficiency.

Improvement Co..

Mound of Walrus Tusks.
walrus' tusks was re
cently unearthed by railroad engineer!
in California.
A mound of

Bags of Banana Leaves.
The natives of Klsiba carry coffe
beans la bags of dried ba&aaa leaves.

Cimarron,

N. M.

mil m

rr

Jun

..ljl.HL...l!H .

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- ty in the world. Following is an analysis "of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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Colfax County, New- Mexico, lies along the ley on
similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
of a gently sloping Knon Hill at the edge of the good crops
of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope
of the of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms
and blizzards by a wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited
spur of the Main Range.
at the
world's Fair at St. Louis.
Cimarron boasts of a climate unequalled elsewhere
in
To the West of Cimar--'- mountains rise to an altitude of
America. The summers are never too hot and the via. e
n 9,000 to 14,000 J
o, mile
.ii
flow never failing
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting u
s,n
.. ama of pure wate,.
sag.sdve
of
cheap
oi.:
power and of
StreamS and lakes nearby is ooi- - Xt is
and .rngation. Cimaron iits midway between the sources of these
,TL, '
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the
mount a" ns is streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of
the
magmficient and the country offers every attraction
to the lover sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables!
of outdoor life.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally
and abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron & Northwestthe Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying ern
Railroad
that 'the last is always the best," the St. Louis, Ro5ky Mountain & its supply of the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
timber products from Cimarron.
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has
secured the
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this
railroad cement rock. To the Northwest, mountain of Iron. Everyhas shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities
of where along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assurCimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
ing a never failing supply of
concrete the buildit for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops ing material of
the
future.
An
unlimited
supply of building
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region
that stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
has every resource one could ask.
few miles of the town and there is clay tor brick and lime.. Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely
to stone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
become a good business point:
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
Cimarron is the
rs
and has the shops of the St. intersecting three other important systems,
which are ten,
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be thirty
and
seventy
miles
distant
respectively
from
Cimarron.
rs
the
and have the shops of the Cimarron & NorthAnother railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large direction and coal
and coke coming down hill from another,
sized town.
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimCimarron is the
rs
and the seat of operation of ited supply of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary take years to water on the other. Placer beds that it will
work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Timquantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
ber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for to Cimarron.
handling, treatment and distribution. In view of the ever increasFruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
.
ing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other the World's
Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abunresources this business would make of it a city.
dance. Cement Rock. Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the Sand. Gravel, etc., all within easy
reach: cattle by the thouworld. Here the cattle escape the killing effects riorthers of .Texas sands on every side grazing
the finest ranges in the world.
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
It would seem then as though Cimirron would grow.
Ranges of the North-wh- ere
every animal must be fed from $5.00 Other towns have sprung up add have prospered
with perto $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here haps nothing more than the payroll of some
railroad shop to
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses, and draw on and with many natural
disadvantages to contend
with the, shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building
material,
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several etc. Other towns have only the i mpetous arising
from the
thousand inhabitants.
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural reCimirron lie3 midway between the greatest Coal fields in sources, but nothing more. Cities arise through the night
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet proscoke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance per with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
of twenty-fiv- e
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelttwenty-fiv- e
miles of Cimarron.
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the facil-tie- s
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re Cimarron has around it not one, alone, but every
resource
turns e.n when shipped to distant smelters,
that one could ask. Coal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-a- l farming lands, not one uncertain stream but several never
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber and building
madry farmer to make them one vast Carden spot. The soil is a deen terial of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
sandy loam, with a clay sub-so- il
and needs no feriiliziag other Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
than that furnished bv the water., from th m mm tain ttrpjmc where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor be-i
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
cause development has only just begun.
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Carbonic Acid
Should make a Very Good water for
Boiler use. Kindly note the unus- nallv amally small amount of total
,
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TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY

INCRUHTINO

tf

HOLDS ITS REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING
Hoard of Countv Commissioners Transact
Routine Business Reports Received,
Bonds Approved, Etc.
In the matter of taxes assessed
The tJonorable Board of County
Commissioners of the County bf Col- against Manuel Lobato in precinct
No. 21 for the N. E. of Sec. 26, Twp
fax met in special session at the court
32N.R. 26 East.it was found that
house in the City of Eaton on the 6th tbe same were duly paid but that he
day of May, A. D 1907, at 9 o'clock was also assessed on the same land in

a.

ra.

precinct No.

7,

and same was sold by

Memorial Building
One of the kindly

at

His Childish Query.

Arlington.

suggestions la
President Roosevelt's annual message
Is that there be constructed at Arling
ton a memorial amphitheater, an esti
mate ior the preliminary worK on
which is contained In the report ot
the secretary of war. The Grand
Army ot the Republic in its annua)
natloaal encampment has recommend
ed such a structure as necessary tor
the appropriate observance of Me
morial Day and as a fitting monument
to the soldier and sailor dead burled
la the beautiful cemetery, and the
president heartily concurs in the prop
osition. Tbe old soldiers are getting
fewer and feebler, and when they take
part in the Memorial Day exercises,
says the Troy Times, It is right that
they should be made as comfortable
as possible.
That is part of the idea
of erecting such an amphitheater. Tbe
structure would be still more im
presslve as honoring the dead at Ar

Present J. C. Taylor, chairman; tbe treasurer to the County of Colfax
E. N. Burch and David Crow, com under Tax Sale Certificate No. 3987;
the land being thus doubly assessed,
missioners; E. G. Twitty, clerk.
The minutes of the last meeting the clerk of the Probate Court is here
were read and approved as read with by instructed to cancel and satisfy pf
the correction that Henry Butler be record on the records of the county
appointed road supervisor of Precinct that certain Tax Sale Certificate No lington. And it would moat aptly
No 14 in place of Wade Brackett, as 3987, and the tieasurer instructed to symbolize the reunited nation. Ar
lington Itself was formerly the home
mentioned in said minutes of last harmonize his books accordingly.
E. Lee. the knightly
And also in the matter of taxes as of Gen. Robert
meeting.
and in Its
commander,
confederate
The official bonds of road super sensed against Perry Van Sickle soil rest not only
of union
N

visors for tbe following precincts were
received, examined, approved and or
dered filed and the clerk instructed to
issue certificates of appointment:
J. Karlin, Precinct No. 9.
Severino Martinez, Precinct No. 8.
Juan Fernandez, Precinct No. 15.
M. M. Salfzar is hereby appointed
as road supervisor for Precinct No. 12,
and the clerk instructed to accept
bond of Mr. Salazar in the amount as
required by law to be approved at the
next regular meeting of the board.
The following justices of the peace
reports were received, examined, approved and ordered filed :
G. T. George, Precinct No 9.
J. F. Hutchinson, Precinct No. 12.
W. S. McCloud, Precinct No. 18.
C.L. Rinker, Precinct No. 25.
In the matter of the taxes assessed
against lots 22, 23, 21 of block No. 10,
in the original townsite to the City of
Raton, for the year 1891 and sold by
the treasurer to the County of Colfax
by tax sale certificate No. 393, it was
found that the same had been doubly
assessed for that certain year and
paid; the boa id being satisfied of the
orrectnes) in the matter, tbe probate
clerk is hereby instructed to cancel
and satisfy of record on the records of
his said office that certain tax sale
certificate No. 393, and the treasurer
instructed to harmonize his books accordingly.
The resignation of Douglas Wright,
constable of Precinct No. 12 (Springer)
was prescuted to the board which was
thereupon accepted and his bond ordered cancelled and his bondsmen released from further liability.

found to be doubly assessed in pre
cinct No. 9 on the N. W. 1 of Sec 27,
Twp.28N.R. 27 East, the clerk of
Probate Court is hereby instructed to
cancel and satisfy of record on the
records of his office said Tax Sale
Certificate No. 1400 and 1519 and the
treasurer instructed to correct his
books accordingly.
....
.
The Board of County Commission
ersof the County of Colfax uuderand
by virtue of the power and authority
vested in them by the appropriation
act of the 37th Legislature, in the
year 1907, namely, "The Appointment
of Indigent Students to Educational
Institutions" does hereby appoint
Mrss Florence Sitko, of Dawson, N.
M., as a student to such educational
institution as she may desire to attend
and the clerk of the Board instructed
to notify said Mis9 Florence Sitko of
her said appointment.
Dr. T. B. Hart, county physician,
appeared before the Board and stated
that there was a necessity for tbe wel
fare and health of the people of the
county, that a quarantine station be
established at Koehler, N. M., for the
prevention of the spreading of small
pox. The Board after full discussion
on the matter appointed Hon. E. N.
Burch, commissioner,
to establish
such station.
No further business appearing the
board then adjourned to meet June 3,

thousands

dead but many who wore the gray and
who afterward served their, country
when the call came and was respond
ed to without regard to section or political differences. The Arlington me
morial should be erected as soon as
possible.

Penalties of Prosperity.
After all is said It must be conceded
that the apparent disregard for human
life In the United States is largely a
tribute to progress and to the indus
tries that constitute prosperity. Even
fatal railroad accidents, the largesi
item In the list, cannot be wholl
eliminated, though they can Slid ought
to be greatly reduced in number. But
says the Indianapolis News, railroad
accidents are only one item in the list
of annual fatalities. There are fatal
accidents in mining, building, manu
facturing and agriculture. They all
claim their victims as a sort of tribute
to progress, though a very costly one.
Carefully compiled statistics show that
in the five great industries of railroad
lng, mining, building, manufacturing
and agriculture no less than 536,165
persons are annually killed or injured
In the United States. This Is at tbe
rate of over one a minute, and It In
cludes only a few of the largest

Mexico winds up Its year with a re
markably satisfactory financial show
ing. She reports exports of $271,000,-000- ,
an increase of nearly $3,000,000
over the preceding year, and importa
A. D. 1907.
of $220,651,000, a gain of over $4.2,Ó(0Q,000. But what Is still better is tbe. ad
J.C.TAYLOR,
Chairman Board County Commis vanee along all the lines of domestic
development Mexico is literally liv
sioners.
ing in peace and plenty, with the most
Attest.
efficient
of governments under the
E. G. TWITTY, Clerk.
wise directing hand of President Diaz.
and thought it a most desirable place The day of upheavals and factional
Raton Range Gleanings.
in which to live. He left Friday for disorders, resulting In general demur
Allen French, general superintendpast forever,
Koehler to visit a son, a resident of alization, seems to be
ent of tbe Rocky Mountain coal that camp.
Mexico has learned the secret of wise
mines, and L. C. White were in Brilliant Thursday looking over the
It is just 40 years since Prince
ground for the new plant to ba
Charles of Hobenzollern accepted the
erected there soon.
crown of Roumania, which was con
Governor Curry will sail from Maverted into a kingly one after the
nila, Philippine Inlands, on June 3,
A. L. Mix went to Colorado Springs principality achieved Its Independence;
for the United States. He will first Saturday, returning Monday.
and the exhibition at Bucharest,
call on President Roosevelt and probMiss Addie Dikman of Dawson, has which the king opened In the summer.
ably will not lc able to reach New
been spending a few days with home was Intended to show the immense in
Hexico unid several days later.
dustrial strides made by the country
f;lks.
ruler. His
under its Hohenzollern
Rev. T. C. MofTett and his brother,
and family are dowD from heir Is his nephew, Prince Ferdinand,
IkeZiuk
A.
town
MofTett
Dr. Samuel
are in
Otero. They are guests of Mr. and who married Marie, eldest daughter of
visiting friends. The former at one
Mrs. Ed Sproull.
the English duke of Edinburgh.
one time was pastor of the First
Mrs. Walter Barlow and two chil
Presbyterian church of this city and
It is stated that Emperor William's
lias recently returned from a long dren, of Colorado Springs, are herefor bill for railroad transportation on his
a visit with Mrs. A. L. Mix.
sojourn in Korea.
trips about the empire amounts to half
Emma and Arthur Dikman have a million dollars a year. He has speA. II . Officer, auditor of tbe St
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific been quite sick with tonsilitis, but are cial trains and pays the ordinary rates
railway, accompanied by Mrs. Officer, better now. Dr. Hopkins, of Springer, on all railways. Recently the emperor has adopted the motor car,
have returned from a month's tour of is in charge of tbeni.
is a cheaper means of getting
the east, where they visited many of Tbe ice cream social in the Red which
about. For all ceremonial visits, howthe principal cities, Mr. Officer at River district was well attended and ever, he still considers it necessary to
tended the annual meeting of the as a success in every way. Something travel by rail. The kaiser is the most
sociatioo of Railway Accountauts over twenty-ondollars were netted. extensive traveler among European
held at Atlantic City, N.J, a short
F. G. McAdams is enteitaining bis rulers.
hne since. Tl.ey reporta very en- father, who has just arrived from
In remote places In eastern Kenjoyable trip,
Kaw City, Okla. If pleased with the tucky they still observe January 6, or
T. E. Schomberg, of Trinidad, was outlook he will probably locate here, Old Christmas, never having changed
ia town Thursday and left for Cimar
Miss Lena Dick, of Las Vegas, the calendar. Their ancestors came
roa that afternoon where he has excame
up Monday and after a short from England about the middle of the
tensive
business
Mr.
interests
the
when
is general manager of the stay in Maxwell, went out to Chico to eighteenth century, just
Rocky Mountain Timber company lend some time with the family of change was being made there. They
and also holds the same position with
have been 'shut in there .for these 150
years, with almost no communication
tbe Cimarron Ac Northwestern railroad G. V. Masten.
Mrs. John McCown left Tuesday with the outside world,
company. Mr. Scbomlxrg returned
and have
to this city yesterday and with mem- for Mexico, Mo., in response to a wire learned nothing of changes.
ber of his family spent the day here. stating that her mother was not exA Connecticut judge has ruled that
The city has granted permission to pected to live. She was accompanied
a
turtle Is not an animal. A compre
Hobbs
Hardware company to by her two little daughters.
the
erect a temporary wagon shed on
J. II. Harris, of Lee's Summit, Mo., henslve knowledge ot natural history,
land opposite tbe depot of the Rocky came Wednesday and is looking for says the Boston Transcript, Is evidently not required for admission to the
Mountain road and owned by the some steers k buy. He is the guest
bar, at least in Connecticut.
latter, with the understanding that of his daughter, Mrs, Walter McCloud.
the same shall be removed upon the J. W. Glidden, of Illinois, who reTbere la a training school for ele
giving of thirty days' oolice by the cently purchased the Capt. Sparrow phants at Apt, In the Kongo state,
city.
tract of land, is here and willspenl where 28 elephants are taking lessons.
II. H. McAdams, a. well known resi- a while overlooking things on the The training operations have produced
encouraging results.
dent of Newton, Kansas, was the ranch, where he is making consider
guest of his friend, II. C. Duncan, able improvements and seeding a lot
There are no apples In China be
Dixia.
chief clerk to Trainmaster Summers, of ground.
yond tbe small crab apples. The com
Thursday night. Mr. McAdams
monest native fruits are the mango,
lichee and mangosteen.
stated that thi is his first visit to this
Where to Stop in Rates.
section of the country and said he
Palace Hotel opposite Santa Fe de
A sea anemone has been known to
was more than pleased with Raton pot. Rooms CO cents and SI.
tf lire for SO years.
-

Maxwell City

Harold, who was about six yea
old when this happened, was liste
lng to an Indian story told by

J. R. Charette

1

uncle, who was a bald headed gent
man (in fact, he didn't have a.
hair), lie was telling Harold bo
the Indians, many years ago, used t
calp the white people, etc., and wht
'.ie got through Harold eyed htm and
n his childish manner said: "Say,
mcle, what Indian scalped you?"

Bro.

General Merchandise

Our Motto: "Live and Let Live"

--

SEASONABLE GOODS

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm fgoods, the kind
a suit, will go the rest of the season at
usually sold for
31-2-

5

85c

Successful "Faith Tea.
A "faith tea" was held at Swanago,
"ngland, In connection with a temper-ice mission. No provisions were
but those attending were to
lave faith and trust that the necessary
ood would be sent in. So generous
"as the supply that not only was there
enough for tea, but a supper wa3 add-later In the evening, and the scrip-ura- l
basketfuls were left over for
among the poor.

MEN'S BOOTS

n

16,00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the be6t
and good styles, we are selling for

wearers

$4.50

MEN'S OVERALLS
Best heavy drill, without bibs,
the 75c grade , we want
you to wear 'em per pr. 50c

'

Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
11.25, we are selling per
pair at

75c
CANNED GOODS

FINE GROCERIES

Shaving Women.
In the very heart of a busy sec- i in of New York is a barber
is open from 1 to 12 o'cloc.
v. ry Sunday for the acconimodatio:
f vomen, who go there in flocks to
e it;aved or have their hair sham
ooec and dressed." Until recently
a: b?. t visaed the residences of
leardet lad'es to perform tho "bar.arous .'tt of depillation.
sho-'jii-

&

.
Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lower than
manv towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Our warehouse is full of
Creamery Butter at 85c per pound
ieed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low,

ch

& Bro.
J, R. Cimarron,
Charette
New Mexico

Fout Hearts Beat as Two. '
rema, kable cour t 'decision In r
iian:y en ie has been handed dowr
it. Peruií Italy, where Charles Bal
url, a ta' tor. was acquitted of
barge of laving two wives on th
'round tlia,. he has two hearts. Foui
iiysleians testified that Balliorl ha:
wo he'ai t? and the court at once do
ided tlii.t this was ample reason foi
liirn to marry two women.
A

Schroeder's Drug Store
Raton, New Mexico

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Articles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right

Willing All Should Know.

There were some very candid persons in the time of George II. In 1731
the Oeutlernr.n's Magazine announced:
"Married, the Rev. Mr. Roger Walna
of York, about 26 years of age, to a
Lincolnshire lady, upward of SO, with
8,000 In money,
whom he is to have
r
300 per anrn.in, and a
during bis life only."
eoach-an-fou-

Special attention given to Optical Work, and Satifsaction
Spanish Spoken
Always Given.

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

-

"

-

Manager

ST. LOLIS, ROCKY. MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY

"Unfastening" Grass.
Little

Art one was
looking at bis picture book.
Upon
turning to one picture he asked:
"What is that, manima?" He was told
that It was a sickle. "O, yes," he replied, "I saw Mr. Roberts have one of
those the other day when be un-

Passenger

Schedule

fastened the grass."

A New Version.
George Washington's Father ReTraill No. 31
member, George, that if I had punish Hon.. Wed. Train No.T
Friday
Imiy
ed you for chopping that cherry tree
4 (Hi pm
.7 00 am
It would have hurt me more than it
4 S3 pin
7
4 43 pm
7,VI am
hurt you." George Washington "I am
5 00 pm
8 20 am
afraid, father, that my incapacity for
Saipm
prevarication is not an inherited trait.
1 10 Pm
Life.
5 50pm
9 10am

Wells Fargo Express
JJi elanoe

from
Raton

3m

9 5 am

10 2(1 am
11.10am
Use of a Fiance.
12 20pm
GIils nowadays seldom care to get
X
married before they are 25. They are Trainn
17 and 20
willing to get engaged, and many girls Tuea., Tliors
say that the ideal lire is to Jive at Saturday
7 00 am
home, have some business to. occupy
7
am
their time, and a fiance to spend his
8 05 am
8
30 am
nieney on tbel amusements. Sketch.

r

I nt.
1 Two Professions Barred.
Raplneau (a careful man) No, I
should never allow my daughter to
marry a journalist; he always wastes
one side of the paper. And still less
should she wed a poet; he doesn't
even go to tbe end of tbe line." Nos
Loislrs.

t

"

g

(I

IS
30

pm
pro

7
13
80
23

itt
41

47

""

Liiutauce
from
Dm
Moines

STATIONS,

Train

No. 30

Train No. I Mon.. Wed.
Dally
Kridajr
RATON
18 15 pm
Leaves
tl .IS pm
Arrive
11
AT
15 pm
Lv.CLlFTON B0UKEJCT....Lv
am
g PRESTON
5 15 pin
Leave
II 40 am
Leae
1
1 1 00 am
5
20
pm
Arr...
ifr...ArrLv
Lv , KOEHLER
n.0am
.
....KOEHLER
Arr 11 10am
Arr
VKRMEJO
Arr J 10 15 am
Arr
105pm
Lv
3 45 pm
XKRKOBOSO
Lv
Main
8 15 pm
35 am
Arr
t
!tlMARR0N .. ..Arr
2 40 pm
Lv
Lv
UTEPARK
140 pm
Arr
Traína Noa.
18 and 21
STATIONS.
Tnea., Tbur,

..--

Saturday

2 20 pm
BATON
Arrive
Leaves
MO
2 00 pm
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
Leave
1 15 pm
Lea ve
CUNNINHH AM
Leave
('HON
12
THOM
40 pm
Leave
Leave
12 25 pm
..VIOIL
8 45 am
Leave
Leave
11 40 am
0 25 am
Leave
CAPULIN VEÍÍAS
Leave
11 00 am
A rrive
10 00 am
Leavn
1E8 M 01 N KS
Connects with Kl Pano & Boutweatern Ry. train 124, arriving In Dawaon, N.M., at II 10 p.m.
fe a.m.
Connects with Kl Paw & Southwestern Ry. Train No. 123, leaving Dawson, K, M at
Stage for Van ilouten meets trains at Preston, N. M.
W. A. GORMAN, Gen. Pa's. Agt,,
Raton. New Mexico
4
42
31
25
22
11

Subscribe for the News and Press

'

Cimarron

LUMBER CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Build-

ers' Hardware

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON. N. M.
mmtmms.

i

'

Red River News

LEFT N0THIN3 FOR HEIRS.

From the Prospector

next district are full of gold and silver, as
Litisvell as lead, zinc and copper.
gation and poor management by
those backed with capital, has, as
the Columbian hotel people.
the old saying is, given our district
developing
is
the
Moad
M.
June
J.
a black eye, but the metals are here
mining property on Moad mountain.
and the future of our camp is far from
C. A. Cole, who spent a part of last being dark. Two or three of our best
summer in camp, is now located at properties will soon resume work and
Cimarron.
eastern capitalists who have investiJack Kelly has the Nevada fever gated certain properties, are writing
to certain parties in the district, tryand left for that state last Sunday.
Ed Price has been helping B. F. ing to bond and lease the properties
Hatch timber the tunnel of the Iron they want, or buy them outright if
they can get them at reasonable figMask this week.
ures.
There are a number of other
B.
Attorney
J.
is
It reported that
are being talked up which
deals
that
Lusk of Taos will leave that city for
show
goes
that mining men with
to
Colorado.
Springs,,
Pagosa
working
to get a foothold
capital
are
Dr. E. H. Sharard and family, of
mining property takes a rise.
before
Pueblo, will leave for Red River about
opens

The fishing season
Wednesday, May 15th.

May 21.

H. Keen and son, who are now
Pueblo, expect to be in Red River
in June, after school, to look after
Mr. Kcen"s mining claims.
Charles Gallagher, of Elizabeth-towhas bought the herd of cattle
belonging to E. G. Burns.
t
Jesse Young is at LaBellc working
with I. Schwartz, developing mining
property in that section.
E.f A. Endeman arrived Saturday
and expects to be in camp the rest
of the season. He has bought a car
and steel rails and will put them on
his property up Bitter Creek, on which
he expects to do a large amount of
development work this season.
George Porter of Raton, and a Mr.
Rooney of California, are in
looking after mining interests.
John Pearson, Walter Witt and B.
J. Young of Elizabethtown, left Monday for La Jara, Colorado, where
Mr. Pearson expects to go into tfie
saloon business.
The mountains in the Red River
C.

11

n,

WELL KNOWN JACQUOT
RANCH NEAR SPRINGER
CHANGES HÁNDS
Emilo Valdez of Springer, ' has
bought the Jacquot ranch, located 18
miles southwest bf that place, on the
Sweetwater and it is said the deal
represents between $25,000 and $30,- 000.' The ranch has long been con
sidered one of the best in the county,
containing 3,500 acres of land, 1,200
of which are under irrigation and 300
acres of splendid hay vega. Two
hundred and ninety head of cattle
and forty head of horses' Were also
included in the transaction.
Mr. Valdez will take immediate
possession of the ranch, and com
menee extensive improvements thereon, such as the construction of reser
voirs, new irrigating ditches, fences
barns, corrals, remodeling the resi
-

dence, etc.
The sale of this ranch is one of
Colfax county's heaviest real estate
transactions that has been consum
ated in a number of years.

Folsorri Happenings
1

.

Jccentrlc Frenchman Carried Resefrment to the Grave.

-

There has just died at Belley,
France, an old man of 72. who during
his lifetime wag notorious for his ec
centric and miserly habits, though he
was In possession of an Income of
$4,000. ' His funeral waa attended by
large number of relatives, who were
astonished to discover only a tew coppers In the house after the funeral.
The will was then opened, and It read
I
as followg: "My dear relatives:
am afraid you are going to be disappointed. I know that none of yon
have any sort of affection for me, and
:hat if you come to my funeral it will
be In the hope of dividing up between
you whatever I may leave behind me,
I now Inform you that I have left no
I sank the whole
money whatever.
of my fortune some years ago In a Ufe
mnulty. All the money that remained
)ver and above what I spent of the
innuity I have given away or burned.
hope this will be a little surprise
tor you." A search revealed, however,
(1,000 worth of annuity stock,
the
coupons of which appeared to have
remained unpaid, but on going to the
bank to have these coupons cashed
the heirs discovered that the coupons
had been 'paid1, but at the special request of the old gentleman, who had
tlven a separate receipt for each
:oiipon, they had not been canceled.
This' Is only1 a little surprise I am
keeping back for my heirs," he said.
It appears that' on the occasion of
he annual festival the old man deliberately burned $10,000 worth of
jank notes, which he found he had
been unable to spend.

i

Who takes advantage of opportunities.

Some of the greatest fortunes in America have been made in judicious investments in
real estate. They have been made by men who were able to
fathom into the future and discern the trend of developments.

TODAY
Thousands of dollars are seeking investments in New Mexico,
where the assured rate of income is greater than in any other
section of the country.

1

;

CIMARRON AND VICINITY

;

BODY

'

NOT TO BE SACRIFICED.

Physical as Well as Mental Education
Demanded.
The man or woman who will train
the mental faculties without any reference to the physical, shows a faulty
.nullification for the work In which
he or she may be engaged, says the
'Oioxvllle Journal. The mind may be
over so well trained and stored with
'owle'd'ge of the books; but unless
here is behind it a reasonably strong
:ody, life runs the risk of being a
'allure; if not that, an existence of
that gcrves as a limitation upon
It lg a spectes of
its possibilities.
ruelty to educate the mind at the expense of the body.
Better let a
:hild grow up into manhood or womanhood with an inferior education
:h.m with a better education of the
nind and a body weakened In the" efThe fact that so manf men
fort.
:n this' country have' succeeded In
and in professional and public
.Ife have been the sons of farmers,
whose early life has been spent out
if doors, has been a subject of remark: may it not be accounted for on
he groiind that In their boyhood their
physique was developed so that In
after life, besides their mental acquirements. they had "strong bodies'
with which to do1 the wdr they háve
Thl 'IsT
so' successfully pérformedf
not only possible, but very probable.

team of been in town this winter to send their
children to school, will move back to
Thomas Honey.
their ranch Wednesday next.
is
here
City,
Kansas
Dr. Hally, of
Mrs. B. F. Owen and little daught
and will locate in Folsom.
e
and- - Charline start
ers,
down
Dr," and Mrs. Morgan weré
for Pond
evening
Wednesday
ed
from'the Mesa Wednesday and ThursCreek, Oklahoma, to spend a month
day.
visiting friends.
Ed. Quest and Tom English are
A stranger from South Dakota in
putting up á large" store building on town, who was here for his health
'
Wall street.
died of consumption Friday, arid was
Miss Trail, principal of our school, buried Saturday at Fairvicw cemetery.
visited her pupil Miss Stella Starr, We did not learn his name. Rev.
'
from ' Friday till Sunday'.
Lawlef of Trinidad preached the
We" should have said Oak Canon funeral sermon.
Felix Martiney, who is charged
had four feet of snow instead of Long
How to Treat EVpWyiV-Ererwith stealing Mr. Honey's horses,
Canon, in the big April storm.
storrf that ! kno-- of In' AmerMr, Johnson, who took' a claim was finally captured in the cupboard
on their
northwest of town, is here and is mak- at his ranch near Trinchera, and was ica obliges' It help to stand
closing time.
morning
until
from
feet
jail
in
placed
is
wife
and
Clayton
His
build.
to
taken
ing preparations to
BeTiind each counter In my store Is a
a mtisic teacher and will give lesson. where he will await his trial at the chair. I want my employee when not
Mi- and Mrs. Waldroup, who have next term of court.
usy. to sit down and rest. As t walk'
through" tTe' fllffere'nt departme'ntl In
mj stOr W employes' 'do" ndl hive1
Fortuna for Five Leaves.
feel thit they' must ' brice' Üír be
to'
Luther Burbank sold live leaVes of
a'rbén
Mr? and
Boy Pearson, of
'WxMF'lj coMnif
caW
mlness cactus for enough to build My employes'
áre' doing- - Tlght aW the
Brilliant, went to van Houten Satur- Mm
new home. The cactus with
know- - tbst I am dohe' thoYír Eliminated by Intelligent time because' they
day (ft) visit Mrs. Pearson's mother."
psiag
theto as' near right
ing
right
and
as
possibilities
great
Mrl! and Mrs. Harry Quick, of mltlvatlon has
employes would
My
how.
I
know
at
ritariiCtS.
End
era
the
In
trM
fnra
ffmn
GardWr, were viáito in- town Satur- IVe reaves sold by. the' great1 scientist far rather have me home than abroad.
to
f the plant1 Wdtrld Went to a foreign I guess tlíat I ara an easier fellow
day.
wdrk for than the manager but he
purposes
for
propagation
jovernment
- Mrl
Jas. Wood, of Blossburg, recannot W ver SeVére with them,' beturned home from Starkvillle, Suuday
I álwa'yi' tell him' to usé them
cause
Her Soeelfíc Order.
as T use him. I tell every man at
where she has been visiting her
Ltyie WaVIe dW not possess a pair Just
the head of a department, "Be kind
daughter, Mrs. Gus Johnson.
f skates, and after usins the rollers
to the help under you. Do not sneak
been
has
tfho
Halla,
Ethel
to
gome
went
Mrs.
days she
f a friend for
to them in any other way than the
to
able
is
month,
past
very ill for the
iier fat hr with the Intention of getting wiy I speak to you. Handle your help
be out apain.
a pair of the best pattern those with
so' that they will respect you and srt
Mrs. E. O. Jones, Raton, spent Sunball bearing. Stys said: "Papa, I must
my era
day in Gardiuet visiting her sister, have a pair of rcl!r skates at once. that they will regret to leave
Everybody's.
ploy."
Curran.
Smith's,
Mr.
And I want them like Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rinehart, of with pall bearers' on." '
Raton
in
visitors
Sea Captain.
Blossburg, were
The
sea captain
Suuday.
the
Is
Ra tan's Triumph Over Motor Car.
Maude Stewart, of Van
Miss
as' a type? He stuck close to
rajah
upon
a
came
drir
we
Houten, visited friends in Brilliant
his ship In the moments of disaster,
Ing In a motor car drawn by a pair doing
Monday.
what he could to save the lives
upset
the
Something
had
of horses!
of passengers and cre, and. If neces
as
car,
and
internal economy1 of the
ary, going to his death In the effort.
THE IMPULSIVE TEDDY
the" first time the1 car
wag
may often have erred In hlg exHe
According to Pete Jacoby, two Irish his failed not
the rajah had hit upon treme devotion to duty, but he held
had
social
yesterglass
taking
a
men were
the brilliant idea of dispensing with
of
day at the Palace Saloon bar. During petrol and using the" good old horses unflinchingly to the" loftiest Ideals and
and
responsibility
one
conversation,
of
their
course
the
Instead. Madras Mall.
his example was of Incalculable value
of. them said:
to his profession and to humanity.
"An' hev ye heard the latest about
Unprofitable Accumulation.
Are we to regard him only as a memTeddy?"
surIf Í knew a miser who gave up every ory, or does he anywhere
"Oi don't know. Phwat' is it?"
kind of comfortable living, all tho vive? Brooklyn Eagle.
"Why ye know the Pope iv Rome pleasure of doing good to others, all
the esteem of his fellow citizens, and
died the ithcr day?"
Submarine Lifeboat.
benevolent friendship, for
When a submarine boat becomes dis"O. gwan. What're ye givin me?" the Joys of accumulating
poor
wealth,
sake of
abled, beneath the surface of the wa"Ii's God's truth I'm tellin' ye. Th the
man. said I, you pay too much for your ter and cannot rise Its crew la In a
Tope died lasht Saturday night, and whistle.
Benjamin Franklin
bad predicament. To remfcdy the difMonday mornin' Teddy appointed a
ficulty an Inventor has contrived an
Rufe Rider to take his place."
auxiliary boat to be carried In the
submarine and to be a part of It, pracPointer for Fishermen.
FOR SALE.
In time of acci1.0, the poor Indian, when he went tically, until needed.
and
A brand new rooming house
rishing, used to hang up a blanket in dent the crew of the Incapacitated
restaurant property in Cimarron, is his CRnoe so that the sun would be submarine would enter the little craft
paying $900 per year rent now and hid from the water where he was get find when the containing chamber had
can be bought for $4.500 cash. In- ting in his work. Then he could plain been flooded the bolts would be withvest your savings and make 20 per ily see the fluh, but they could not ser drawn and the vessel with Its human
our freight would clear Itself and rise to
cent interest on your money from the him. This Is a tip to some of
fishermen.
the surface.
of
benefit
getting
the
besides
start
the increase in the price of real estate.
"TbE mere pursuit of happiness
Drawing the Line.
"Hie company's object in selling is to
"Che, mem,-- gan be your gook oof
(rains it, and there miint be some
never
buildings
into,
other
put the money
you gan mlt broken English pe satlls-lieA.for the accommodation of new comers earnest work with the good time or
"Very well; I can endure
who are arriving in town every day. the pleasure palls and ceases to be broken English,- but I wish you to
Shepherd
For further particulars address Cim- pleasure." Minnie
understand that I shall draw the Une
arron Liimber company.
at broken china." Houston Post
Mr! Hill bought

a

fine

Is ust now in the eyes of the public as the most promising field
of New Mexico for investment. If you are seeking a home in a
congenial clime, if you aré looking for safe returns on investment, it will pay'you td come and look over the situation.
I ca.n sell you town lots that will' double your money in one
yeax. Business men who are looking for bl location will find
at Cimarron conditions that will plea.se them. Beautifully located, surrounded by inspiring scenery, with a large section of
grazing ana tarming country as a clientage with new development in the mineral, coal and timber country constantly going
on, the field is enticing.
I have for sale a large rooming house and restaurant that is
ptxying 20 per cent on an investment of $4,500. The buildings
are new and occupy three lots. It will pay you to investigate.
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COW TO BUY LEO.

Ingenious Schems
by a Train.

of a Man Disabled

Bells Led to Burglar's Capture.
Nocturnal clock striking' And toó

nr-rir

rrmrtrfirktyn

J. S- WILSON

much of It hii enabled the" Paris" p
lice to lay their hands" upon a gang
bf burglars and their very valuable
ff there Is more than one way to
booty.
kln a cat. there Is certslnly more
Black-smithin- g;
The Inhabitants of a house In the
one1
a
to'
acquire
which
in
than
wif
quarter, com
Temple
Faubourg
du
'
TÜ
way
earn
Is to
usual'
cork leg
Wag-an- d
plaining td the' police" that ' for lóale
'
mbher and buy It,' says ' the New
heairtf árr extraorthey
past
had
time
York World." The way' ájo'pted br
Ci&M&úé
dinary amount of what sounded, like
,lu'lus" Thorn,'' who IWeÜ' at .05enj
night time,
ringing
the
In
bell
electric
Neat"Tails', 'Is to' let á cow raise herself
that seemed to' come" from rooms In' á'
th'etf' raffle'" her off 'for
ni
v'eM
police"
flritf
direction1,
th
TtiorW wa hit bf a 'rállrótí train ceHafrf
thetitSeWes' arid titer
about
year agí), atid whéa' IhV doe fled the" fact for
raided
rootn. Herf the"y found
tori cut oft his' left leij". a' disease o two1 me thebusily
engaged in testing
ríorsesrtoe-irígthe" boiíe iet In.'
The injured mar
of timepieces, of which they
number
where',
home",
while
tsttéñ
wás
matiiifi'cturerV
had1 stolen' 200' fro
orf his"1 back" waiting for the bom
wiHrfhbus'e, árfd' were Seirfn'r f tested
to heal, he cast aboiit for some meanx
'V ÍTTi
"il
vhAreby he could procure a cork leg
O,- Plcfc'lís!1'
ilelng supplied with little In lb wav '
A woman writer saytr "M'árry' a
of the' world's goods.' Thorn' was
man
with a good digestion and no
a
From
ingenuity.
use
his
forced to
neighbor he bought' for a cotfple of nerves if you want a pearl of a hua
dollars' a sickly calf less thati a month band. All of the seven deadly sins do
W. C. SÓHERRÉR & SÓNlS
eld. This he raised on Skimmed mir not nuke a man as hard to live with
case of
wlu
as a genuine,
provided by another neighbor
:
Cimarron,
New Mexico
made his own butter, and In time the liver. Choose, therefore, as a husband
and
husky
Is
and
hearty
who
Contractors
a
man
Builders.
and
turned
got
enongh
to be
strong
calf
out to pasture. Grantng around cost who can eat three square meals a day.
little, and while the calf waS growing A preferred type of this man is the Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin
and Woodand fattening Thorne made baskets ene who Is frankly fond of good eatwork. Grading, Teams by Dny or
that he might have enough canil to ing and who has a welsh rarebit
Weerf. Terms Reasonable.
EstiBy fall he had recipe and a special way of making
winter the alnnial.
salad dressing. Grab a man like that
mates on Application.
earned enough to more than do this
and recently he started a raffle. Al! the very first opportunity you get, for
t!s friends took tickets, and when the as a husband he is lovely." MllWau
'
takes place Thorne will cele kee Sentinel.
i.ate by wearing his new cork leg
Derived from the French.
Persia's ruler Is the "sháh," whlcr
AROUSED THE COURT'S IRÉ.
word entered the English language
Young Man Glad to Be Victim of the Ions ano by way of the Arabic and old
of
French, arriving In the form
Judicial Wrath.
"Chess" is really "checks,"
"check."
kings; and the cry of "Check!" means
A certain squire of a small city In
Hence the
Connecticut, who betrays his patriot- one's king Is In danger.
Wagon and Carriage Works.
ism by presiding In a small office verb and subatantlatlve "check" in all
painted red, white and blue, had a their EnRllsh meanings; "check,"
Buggies and Spring Wagons
case before him which attracted an or "cheque," which was originally the
to order. Horseshoeing
built
to
unusual crowd to the temple of Jus- counterfoil of a bill that served
ami General
tice. A young man was up before him "check" fraud; "checkered," from the
on a charge of stealing brass, and the aspect of the chessboard, and "exche-qur,- "
from the checkered pattern of
prisoner's friends were out in attendance to see that he got a fair the tablecloth on which the king's
show. Before the case opened the accounts were kept with counters.
H. s MEYER
noise and confusion became so great
that his honor declared that the next
Of Arabic Derivation.
man to Indulge In any unusual out"Zephyr" and "cipher" and "zero"
Attorney-at-La- w
break would be ejected from the room. are words that come to the English
when
apeaklng
ceased
hardly
He had
from the Arabic "slfr," which meant Rooms 6 and 7, Rotb Block.
Raton
a young man shouted, at the earn? literally "empty."
and so "nothing"
time waving his hat above his head' and the figure that represents noth"Put ing. In medieval
"Hooray for Squire Hooligan!"
this figure
him out." roared the court, and In was called both "ciphra" and also
What Grandpa Did.
another Instant the Interrupter was "zephyruui," the latter probably from
A little girl, who was trying to tell
rushed to the door. His honor or- association with "sephyrus," or some a friend how absent-mindeher granddered that the prisoner be brought thing even lUhter than air. Hence, pa' was", said:
around
"He walks
court
before the bar for trial. The
through the Italian "zefiro," there Is thinking about nothing, and, when he
through
officer hurriedly glanced about
the word "zero" as a doublet with remembers it, then forgets that what
the crowd, and then a great light sud- "cipher."
he thought of was something entirely
denly fell upon him. "Can't do it
different from what he wanted to rer
your honor," he replied. "The young
member "Journal of Education.
'Read The News and Press.'
fellow you just put out waa the pris
,
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Work

Cimarron,

GEO. S. BROWN,

Blacksmith
N.M.
Cimarron.

Itln

d

oner."

Spoiling

Will Build Cold Storage
Locals and
Personals Plant for Cimarron

There is

Work will commence in a short time
is moving into his
on a cold storage plant which will
new house this week.

W. B. Hickman

Frederic Whitney was in Raton
yesterday on business.
H. Todd, of Trinidad, was in town
Wednesday evening and left Thursday for E town and Taos.
James Bats, catcher for the Swastika
club, is now employed in the yards of
the Qinarron Lumber company.
S. E. Pelphrey made a business trip
to Koehler Wednesday to look after
o
the contracts of the Cimarron
company there.
Mrs. J. W. Records, who is still in"
Üansas City undergoing treatment
for her eyes, is reported aa much bet-Is- r
and will won return to Cimarron.
W. B. Hickman, of the Cimarron
Lumber company, was very ill Saturday afternoon and Sunday, but was
much improved the first of the week.
B. R. Griebel, of the townsite company's office, has been assisting in
the office work of the Cimarron Lumber company's office for the past week
during the exceptionally heavy business.
Henry Livran has purchased four
lots on Sixth
excellent building
'street and will build a handsome
home for himself at once. He will
also build two convenient cottages
for renting.
Con-tructio-

Geo. H. Webster, of the Uracca
ranch, shipped in a car of elegant appearing brood mares from Ft. Collins,
Colo., this week. The animal?, which
were very handsome lot, attracted
considerable attention when they
were unloaded.
Stage traffic to Springer has been
very light since the building of the
"Rocky Mountain railroad and it is be
lieved the mail contracts will soon go
to the railroad company. The present system is au inconvenience which
is felt in business circles.
Will Locate in Cimarreo.

4 War Story.
cettaln war veteran In

O

Boston whom we will call William
Urowu.
He has an honorable record
and Is fond of relating incidents of
the rebellion. He often tells how he
got a cut on the bead from the sword
of a confederate cavalryman. There
is a small bare .place which he says
was the scar of this wound. Many
a time we who work in the same office
with hira have heard this Btory.
Brown has a brother Charlea who
came into the office the other day
to make a call. Bill was at bis desk
writing when Charlie walked up behind him and giving him a slap on
the shoulder, said Jocosely: "Well.
Bill, I see you still have that scar on
your head where Butler's dog bit you
when we were boys!"
From that
time one of Bill's war stories gets
little credence from us.

Maxwell Land Grant Co

prove of great convenience to Cimar
ron people.
The American Brewing company
will at once erect a building 28x36
feet, which will be used as a cold
storage warehouse for beer, fruits,
etc. Duckworth & Marling, Cimar
ron agents for the A. B. C. products,
will conduct the storage house end
will also retail ice to the people of
Cimarron. Arrangements are being
made for the ice supply from the
Crystal Ice company of Raton, and
New Hampshire Voters.
Cimarron users will be assured the
It was during an election in New
best quality of ice.
Hampshire. Two woodchoppers got
on at Wentworth station, and when
Conductor Melvin Mann came for
the tickets, one of them handed out
Boxing
new tihUell
book. "Take out tor
two to Manchester," he said, "and
Nigiit you
will please write on a slip of paper the name of the station we got on
We are woodchoppers. and are
Considerable interest centers in the at.
going to Massachusetts to vote."
boxing contest which will be pulled
"You. are going to vote," was the
off Saturday night at Aztec hall.
astonished reply of Conductor Mann
Ira Duckworth has been selected as "and you can't remember the station
referee and he assures the members of you got on at?"
'No, replied the
the club that the bout will be a clean out any signs of spokesman, with
embarrassment,
exhibition of the manly art.
and we can t - write, either."
The
The ring has been prepared in the-- conductor wrote the name of the staspacious hall and everything is now in tion on the paper and received the
thanks of the two men."
readiness for the go.
The match is between Kid Butler,
Definitions In Bohemia.
of Wyoming, and Kid Joy, of Cimar
"Be careful, here comes a grafter,'
ron. Both men are in the beet of said one as they saw him enter the
condition and the local man of course, cafe and glance around over the crowd
has a little the best of the betting. as if in search of somebody be knew.
"He's not a grafter," said another.
The purse hung up is f 100 a side and "He's
a piker."
is to last twenty rounds. The men
"What's the difference?" asked the
will fight at 125 pounds. Prepara first.
"A 'grafter is a man who borrows
tions are being made for a large
money," was the answer, "and never
crowd.
pays it back, but a piker is a rung
lower on the ladder. He has given
up all hopa of getting mon. monev
Mascot
but he'll wait around till you buy him
a drink, or he'll take your box of cigarwhen you are not looking and
Association ettes
empty half of them Into his pocket'

Q

Gold Silver Copper
iron
Our Mining Regulations are very

C O. Wonder, of Ft. Smith, Ark.
who has been in town for some time
Visiting the family of Ira Duckworth,
fcas decided to locate in Cimarron, and
will start a confectionery and novelty
store and ice cream parlor in the
Crocker building on the South Side.
Mr. wonder was for many years
prominently connected with the banking and real estate business in Mena,
Ark. Since he has been in Cimarron
he has become very much interested
in the marvelous resources abounding
here, and is using a good deal of his
time .and influence towards interesting
Foundation Completed.
Lis Eastern friends in Cimarron and
The foundation is completed for the
vicinity. Mr. Wonder has sent several copies of The News and Press to big store building of the Maxwell
Mercantile company, and the carpen
bis native state.
ter will commence work in a few days.
Half a dozen additional workmen were.
Wants to Go to Her Family. . put on the job Wednesday and the
Mrs. Margcritc Cohen, the con- force will be augmented as rapidly as
sumptive who has caused the author-hive- s men can be secu red. The store is to
of Raton, Las Vegas and Albu- be 40x140 feet, with a galleiy which
querque considerable trouble, and will increase the floor space greatly.
who has been in the latter city for The finest stock of goods ever brought
about two weeks past, now wants to to the Southwest is being purchased
for the store, and will arrive in time
return to her husband and babies, acfor the summer trade. Manager Livcording to advices from the Duke city
ran is. a very active man just now,
She is said to be improving in health looking after
the building and the
and states that her only wish now is other work incidental to the establishto see her husband and two children ment of a mammoth mercantile
ho are in Chicago.

fav-

orable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company
Within Lthislreservationj SpecialTAr-rangemen- ts
will be made with fparties

desiring a large acreage andlwho are
prepared to develop the same

All Conditions
are favorable to the success of the
District

for the
Athletic

Careful Bookkeeping.
"You may talk about prompt and
careful bookkeeping all you want to
said a Boston man to the writer, "but
a case came under my observation a
Sunday or two ago which I think Is
I was attending
without a parallel.
service at the Mount Vernon church
on Beacon street.
wnen me contribution box was
passed the worshiper sitting next to
me put in a coin, and Immediatetly
took from his pockets a notebook and
a pencil and made a memorandum of
the amount, which I could not help
seeing without turning my head
around, as it was done right under
my eyes. His cash account will foot
up all right."

MINERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

Gontest
Saturday

About as cute and attractive a
mascot as any ball club or athletic
association can have was presented to
Presiden Whitney of the Cimarron
Athletic association last week.
Mason Chase, on his recent trip to
Taos, secured a cub bear which he
presented to Frederic Whitney, and
it is supposed the bear will be given
its first lesson in boxing at the contest
Saturday night. The new mascot
will probably have the place of honor
at the ball game Sunday and will
likely be a regular attendant at all
the games of the Swastika Ball club
in the future.

i

For further information write
j

The Maxwell Land Grant Company
CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO

' Edmund G. Ross,
United States
senator from Kansas from 1867 to
1871 and. Governor of New Mexico
under President Cleveland, died at the
home of his son, Pitt Ross, in Albu
querque, Wednesday morning, at the
advanced age of 81 years.
Canadian Refute Knighthood.
Mr. Ross served throughout the
As a rule Canadians have shown civil war,with distinction and later as
some fondness for being knights, but United
States Senator, witnessed stirthe pinchbeck title" has no attrac
It was his vote that
tions for William 8. Fleldmg. minister ring scenes.
President Andrew Johnson
of finance for the dominion, who has saved
refused it more than once. "Fact 1b," From being impeached in )868 and
says Mr. Fielding.' auaintlv. "when I for which he was practically exiled
receive a bill from my tailor now 1 from Kansas and for nearly a quarter
can take a little delay in paying it, of a century was the object of hatred
but if it came addressed to. 'Sir Wil- on part of the people of that state.
liam Fielding' I should feel that I Only a few
months ago his vindicould not allow any delay under the
came,
cation
after
he had spent over
altered circumstances."
twenty years in retirement patiently
awaiting for his malingers to admit
A Misleading Sign.
'These signa are certainly mislead they had wronged him. The vindiing. 1 saw one the other day which cation was formerly expressed to the
said 'Old furs restored,' and when 1 aged Senator when General Hugh
asked them to restore the set I lost Cameron, the "Kansas Hermit," made
last year they looked at me as it they his pilgrimage to Albuquerque only
thought I was crazy."
few months ago, bearing messages
'Do you know, I had almost a sim of appreciation from the people of the
I saw a sign 'um
ilar experience.
to Senator Ross.
brellas recovered,' and yet when I Sunflower State
who
was a lifelong
Cameron,
General
wanted them to recover that beautiful
one that was stolen from friend and war comrade of Senator
me they refused to have anything to Ross, brought with him letters from
do with the case!"
Governor Hoch of Kansas, the lieutenant governor, both houses of the
With a Slight Correction.
legislature and other prominent peo
Miss Peachley (dining at a restaur ple, acknowledging the wrong that
,
ant) Auntie, do you see that hand had been done and expressing appresome young man over at the other
ciation of the high motives which
table drumming on his plate with a
his vote in the matter.
prompted
fork? Do you suppose he is making
Senator Ross, who at one time was
to attract our attenthose
figure of national prominence, has
tion? Chaperon Yes, dear, but such
tactics are rude and boorish, Don't j been one of the most distinguished
. (citizens of TKew Mexico and his fuñ
notice him."
We are prepared to ship immediately straight or mixed cars of any
irá! will likely be the largest ever
thing in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
held in Albuquerque.
Not the New England Variety.
"O! they're real swell people," said
Lard.
'

First National Bank'
Raton, New Mexico

Capital Paid Up

.....$100.000

Surplus and Profits (Earned)
Deposits... ..

$60.000
$800.000

01de6t and Largest Bank in Northern New Mexice.
Safety Dhposis Boxss in Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. Ky., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexicovand County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corperations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated in
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

gold-heade-

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
Wholesale Grocers

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

Raton.

New Mexico

BANK of SPRINGER
SPRINGER. NEW
MEXICO

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up

S30.000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
C. N. Blackweli, President
8. Floerhheim,
D. J. Devine, Cashier
M. M. Sl7.
G. W. Gillkoni
R. E. Alldredoe
NEAREST BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON
Vice-Preside-

tick-tack- s

the Chicago man; "an old 'Mayflower
family,' 1 believe."
New
"You mean their ancestors came
over in the Mayflower?" asked the visitor from the East.
"O! no. I mean they made their
money in 'Mayflower Hams;' oldest
The' handsome new club bouse
brand o' hams in this section."
erected on the North
which has

Club House
About Completed

C. N. BLACKWELL. Csvshier

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
CHÁRETTE & BRACKETT,

Props.

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room in Connection.

Short Order Gafe Open Day and Night

Ix-e-

Side is about completed and will be
Feather Beds.
ready for occupancy in a week or sc
Never place feather beds or pillows The building will lie found a great
in the sun, for the sun, acting on the convenience for the young men of the
oil in the feathers, is apt to give them town.
a rancid smell. The right plan is to
air the beds and pillows on a dry,
windy day. In a shady place out of
Surprised Mr. Récords.
doors.
A very delightful
and jolly party
occurred at the home of J. W.
High Tim.
Mr.
night.
Saturday
Mother (to daughter whose tether Records
goes around the corner every time she Records was surprised by a number
opens the piano)
Emily, you must of bis friend 8 who formed a "tacky
stop practicing. Your father's nose al- party" and called on him at a late
ready shows signs of It. Translated hour. Luncheon was served by the
ladies and several hours were devoted
for "Transatlantic Tales," from FU
to dancing.
geoda Blatter.

J. D. STEVENS.

JOHN WHITLEY.

WHITLEY

(Si

Successors to Littrell

STEVENS
&

Livingston.

i fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.

Subscribe for the News and Press

